
MICROFILM SCANNING SERVICES 

RELEASE THE INFORMATION IN YOUR MICROFILM 
AND CREATE A WEALTH OF POSSIBILITIES. 

MICROFILM • MICROFICHE • APERATURE CARD 



DIGITISING MICROFILM 

Microfilm is advantageous when you need to archive or 

preserve documents for the future. However this film based 

media does have major time consuming and document safety 

drawbacks. The decision to convert microfilm into digital 

images offers an organisation a wealth of possibilities. 

FINDING THE RIGHT SOLUTION 

When you embark on a conversion project there are 

numerous technical aspects and decisions that need to be 

understood before the project can commence. 

With our many years of experience we can work with you to 

find the most suitable and cost effective solution available. 

We can provide assistance in implementing a project or 

managing the entirety of the project. 

Whether your preference is for SunRise to collect all your 

microfilm and scan at our secure bureau or run the project in-

house we have the tools, knowledge and expertise to ensure 

it’s a success. 

The advantages of scanning your microfilm into an electronic format are numerous, here are but a few: 
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Data Backup.  

Disaster recovery, cost 

justification of losing critical 

information, whether the threat 

is fire, water, loss, or general 

degradation. 

 

Degradation of Quality.  

Information is constantly 

degrading, through constant 

use, general ageing and 

inappropriate storage 

conditions.  Microfilms 

become torn, faded and 

possibly brittle.  Scanning the 

information will capture the 

image and the scan will not 

degrade. 

 

Accessibility.  

Make information available to 

people at their desks and 

remove the need to have staff 

use readers. Scanned 

information can be made 

available over your network so 

that the information can be 

searched, viewed and printed 

in a fraction of the time by 

more than one person.  

 

Distribution.  

Information can be easily 

shared, not just internally but 

externally via email etc, saving 

time, effort and postage costs. 

 

Information Availability. 

Information is available 

instantly making decision 

making processes faster, 

easier and more accurate. It 

can be available via PC, laptop, 

tablet or a smart phone. 



DIGITISING MICROFILM 

A QUALITY SOLUTION 

SunRise are ISO 9001:2008 accredited and we follow strict procedures when 

handling your microfilm and are committed to the continual improvement of our 

services. We perform checks during the scanning process to ensure we meet the 

highest levels of accuracy and quality. 

At SunRise we only scan microfilm using our own market leading scanners. Our 

microfilm scanners use True Optical Resolution technology providing us with the 

ability to replicate one pixel on the scanner camera for each pixel on your 

microfilm image. This is attained by optically adjusting the focal length of the 

camera lens to capture at true image resolution. We do not use digital scaling on 

the image to achieve the desired resolution. As a result SunRise produce the 

highest quality scanned images available. 

A BESPOKE SOLUTION 

Every microfilm conversion project has unique elements and varying requirements 

meaning the solution is always bespoke. Whatever your film format, we can help: 

 16mm (simplex or duplex) 

 35mm roll film 

 Jacket fiche (standard 16m, 35mm or combination fiche) 

 Diazo fiche 

 COM (Computer Output to Microfilm) fiche 

 Aperture cards 

 Photographic slides 

 X-Rays 

We can digitise your microfilm in to various formats: 

 JPEG 

 PDF 

 Multi page TIFF 

 Searchable PDF  

 Text 

Sunrise can deliver images in the following methods: 

 CD or DVD 

 USB Flash Drive 

 Email 

 Secure FTP 

 Via an ECM system 

Digitally converting your microfilm means you can access 

your information from the comfort of your desk. Instantly! 
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DIGITISING MICROFILM 

A SOLUTION YOU CAN TRUST 

At SunRise we take security seriously we take every precaution to 

ensure we protect your information in both physical and digital 

form. We constantly review our processes and security measures 

to guarantee customer peace of mind. 

All scanning work is completed at our Wallington site which 

affords: 

 24/7 on-site manned security 

 24 hour CCTV surveillance 

 Our scanning bureau is located within an internal secure 

facility, which provides a second layer of security 

 Our storage servers have no connection to the internet or 

external networks, ensuring ALL stored data is totally 

secure 

 All data is returned to you by hand on password 

encrypted DVD, external USB HDU, USB sticks, via 

secure FTP or directly in to your ECM or document 

management system  

CONFIDENTIALITY 

SunRise are committed to offering a fully confidential service. The 

security and confidentiality of our clients’ information is at the heart 

of everything we do. Whether it is intellectual property or sensitive 

client information protection of that information is paramount.  

 

We have implemented extensive measures to ensure that all our 

premises, staff, operations, and systems comply with all relevant 

standards. 
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The security and confidentiality of our clients’ 

information is at the heart of everything we do.  



SCANNING THE WORLDS MICROFILM 

Set up in 2004, SunRise EMEA has grown and developed into a key 
partner for businesses looking to scan just about any type of film 
media, from 16mm & 35mm roll film, fiche, both COM, Jacket and 
Diazo and of course Aperture cards. With the latest Apollo range of 
high speed microfilm scanners, SunRise can provide film scanning 
products and services for any size of film scanning project, whether 
it be a single reel, fiche or aperture card to a full back file conversion 
of complete libraries.  
 
 
For more information on our services and how SunRise Imaging can 
effectively manage the conversion of your microfilm into digital 
assets, contact us by visiting: www.sunriseimaging.co.uk, call us on 
+44 (0) 20 8255 2011 or via email: info@sunriseimaging.co.uk  
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